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Abstract— Developing learning methods which do not discrim-

inate subgroups in the population is the central goal of

algorithmic fairness. One way to reach this goal is by modifying

the data representation in order to satisfy prescribed fairness

constraints. This allows to reuse the same representation in

other context (tasks) without discriminate subgroups. In this

work we measure fairness according to demographic parity,

requiring the probability of the possible model decisions to

be independent of the sensitive information. We argue that

the goal of imposing demographic parity can be substantially

facilitated within a multi-task learning setting. We leverage task

similarities by encouraging a shared fair representation across

the tasks via low rank matrix factorization. We derive learning

bounds establishing that the learned representation transfers

well to novel tasks both in terms of prediction performance

and fairness metrics. We present experiments on three real

world datasets, showing that the proposed method outperforms

state-of-the-art approaches by a significant margin.

Index Terms— Algorithmic Fairness, Learning Fair Represen-

tation, Demographic Parity, Multi-Task Learning, Transfer

Representation

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the widespread distribution of auto-
matic systems for decision making is raising concerns about
their potential for unfair behaviour [1]–[4]. As a consequence,
machine learning models are often required to meet fairness
requirements, ensuring the correction and limitation of – for
example – racist or sexist decisions.
In literature, it is possible to find a plethora of different
methods to generate fair models with respect to one or
more sensitive attributes (e.g. gender, ethnic group, age).
These methods can be mainly divided in three families: (i)
methods in the first family change a pre-trained model in
order to make it more fair (while trying to maintain the
classification performance) [5]–[8]; (ii) in the second family,
we can find methods that enforce fairness directly during the
training phase, e.g. [9]–[12]; (iii) the third family of methods
implements fairness by modifying the data representation,
and then employs standard machine learning methods [13],
[14].
All methods in the previous families have in common the
goal of creating a fair model from scratch on the specific task
at hand. This solution may work well in specific cases, but
in a large number of real world applications, using the same
model (or at least part of it) over different tasks is helpful
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if not mandatory. For example, it is common to perform
a fine tuning over pre-trained models [15], keeping fixed
the internal representation. Indeed, most modern machine
learning frameworks (especially the deep learning ones) offer
a set of pre-trained models that are distributed in so-called
model zoos1. Unfortunately, fine tuning pre-trained models
on novel previously unseen tasks could lead to an unexpected
unfairness behaviour, even starting from an apparently fair
model for previous tasks, a phenomenon which is referred to
as discriminatory transfer in [16] or negative legacy in [17],
due to missing generalization guarantees concerning the
fairness property of the model.
In order to overcome the above problem, in this paper we
embrace the framework of multi-task learning. We aim to
leverage task similarities in order to learn a fair representation
that generalizes well to unseen tasks. By this we mean that
when the representation is used to learn novel tasks, it is
guaranteed to learn a model that has both a small error and
meets the fairness requirement. We measure fairness according
to demographic parity [18] (for an extended analysis of the
different fairness definitions see [9], [19]) that requires the
probability of possible model decisions to be independent of
the sensitive information. We argue that multi-task methods
based on low rank matrix factorization are well suited to learn
a shared fair representation according to demographic parity.
We show theoretically that the learned representation transfers
well to novel tasks both in terms of prediction performance
and fairness metrics. Other papers in literature already pursued
a similar goal [20]–[26]. They mainly rely on generating a
model acting randomly when the internal representation is
exploited to predict the sensitive variable. No actual constraint
is imposed directly on the internal representation, but only
over the output of the model.
The main contribution of this paper is to augment multi-task
learning methods based on low rank matrix factorization by
imposing a fairness constraint directly on the representation
factor matrix. We show empirically and theoretically, via
learning bounds, that by imposing the fairness constraint
within the multi-task learning method, the learned represen-
tation can be used to train new models over different (new
and possibly unseen) tasks, maintaining the desiderata of
an accurate and fair model. Our learning bound improves
over previous bounds for learning-to-learn [27] and by being
fully data dependent, it can be used to evaluate the transfer
capability of the learned representation.

1See for example the Caffe Model Zoo: github.com/BVLC/caffe/
wiki/Model-Zoo



The paper is organized in the following manner. In Section II,
we discuss previous related work aimed at learning fair repre-
sentations. In Section III, we introduce the proposed method.
In Section IV, we study the generalization properties of the
method, embracing the framework of learning-to-learn. In
Section V, we experimentally compare the proposed method
against different baselines and state-of-the-art approaches on
three real world datasets. Finally, in Section VII we discuss
directions of future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Let us consider a composition of models f(g(x)) where
x 2 R

d is a vector of raw features (an element of the input
space), g : Rd ! R

r is a function mapping the input space
into a new one, that we refer to as the representation. In other
words, the function g synthesizes the information needed
to solve a particular task (or a set of tasks) by learning a
function f , chosen from a set of possible functions.
In this work – and more generally in the current literature [13],
[20]–[26], [28] – with fair representation we refer to the
concept of learning a function g, which does not discriminate
subgroups in the data. This approach is different from most
commonly used approaches [7], [10], [11], in which the focus
is to solve a task (or a set of tasks) without discriminating
subgroups in the data, regardless of the fairness of the
representation itself. That is, in the previously mentioned
papers a fair model f : Rr ! R is learned directly from
the raw data, without performing any explicit representation
extraction.
In particular, in [20]–[26], the authors propose different
neural network architectures together with modified learning
strategies able to learn a representation that obscures or
removes the sensitive variable. In the general case, all these
methods have an input, a target variable (i.e. the task at hand)
and a binary sensitive variable. The objective is to learn a
representation that: (i) preserves information about the input
space; (ii) is useful for predicting the target; (iii) is approxi-
mately independent of the sensitive variable. In practice, these
methods pursue the goal of making the generated model act
randomly when the internal representation is exploited to
predict the sensitive variable. In this sense, no actual constraint
is directly imposed on the internal representation, but only
on the output of the model.
In [28], instead, the authors show how to formulate the
problem of counterfactual inference as a domain adaptation
problem, and more specifically a covariate shift problem [29].
The authors derive two new families of representation algo-
rithms for counterfactual inference. The first one is based on
linear models and variable selection, and the other one on deep
learning. The authors show that learning representations that
encourage similarity (i.e. balance) between the treatment and
control populations leads to better counterfactual inference;
this is in contrast to many methods which attempt to create
balance by re-weighting samples.
Finally, in [13], the authors learn a representation of the data
that is a probability distribution over clusters where learning
the cluster of a datapoint contains no-information about the

sensitive variable, namely fair clustering. In this sense, the
clustering is learned to be fair and also discriminative for the
prediction task at hand.
Contrary to the described methods from literature, our
proposal enforces the fairness constraint directly on the
representation layer, i.e. not using indirect approaches such
as different objective functions for the entire functional or
adversarial methods. Moreover we support the proposed
method with generalization guarantees in terms of both
accuracy and fairness measure.

III. METHOD

In this section, we present our method to learn a shared fair
representation from multiple tasks. We consider T supervised
learning tasks (i.e. binary classification or regression prob-
lems). Each task t 2 {1, . . . , T} is identified by a probability
distribution µt on X ⇥ S ⇥ Y , where X ⇢ R

d is the set of
non-sensitive input variables, S = {1, 2} is the set of values
of a binary sensitive variable2 and Y is the output space
which is either {�1, 1} for binary classification or Y ⇢ R for
regression. We let zt = (xt,i, st,i, yt,i)mi=1 2 (X ⇥ S ⇥ Y)m

be the training sequence for task t, which is sampled
independently from µt. The goal is to learn a predictive
model ft : X ⇥ S ! Y for each task t 2 {1, . . . , T}.
Depending on the application at hand, the model may include
(i.e. f : X ⇥ S ! Y) or not (i.e. f : X ! Y) the sensitive
feature in its functional form. In the following we consider
the case that X = R

d, the functions ft are linear, and to
simplify the presentation we do not include s in the functional
form of the model, that is, ft(x) = hwt, xi, where wt 2 R

d

is a vector of parameters. The case in which both x and
s are used as predictors is obtained by adding two more
components to x, representing the one-hot encoding of s, and
letting wt 2 R

d+2.
A general multi-task learning formulation (MTL) is based on
minimizing the multi-task empirical error plus a regularization
term which leverages similarities between the tasks. A natural
choice for the regularizer which is considered in this paper is
given by the trace norm, namely the sum of the singular values
of the matrix W = [w1 · · ·wT ] 2 R

d⇥T . It is well know, that
this problem is equivalent to the matrix factorization problem,

min
A,B

1

Tm

TX

t=1

mX

i=1

�
yt,i � hbt, A>xt,ii

�2

+
�

2

�
kAk2F + kBk2F

�
(1)

where A = [a1 . . . ar] 2 R
d⇥r and B = [b1 . . . bT ] 2 R

r⇥T

and k · kF is the Frobenius norm, see e.g. [30] and references
therein. Here r 2 N is the number of factors, that is the
upper bound on the rank of W = AB. If r � min(d, T ) then
Problem (1) is equivalent to trace norm regularization [31], see
e.g. [32] and references therein3. We follow the formulation

2Our method naturally extends to multiple sensitive variables but for ease
of presentation we consider only the binary case in the paper.

3If r < min(d, T ) then Problem (1) is equivalent to trace norm
regularization plus a rank constraint.



of Eq. (1) since it can easily be solved by gradient descent or
alternate minimization as we discuss next. Once the problem
is solved, the estimated parameters of the function wt for the
tasks’ linear models are simply computed as wt = Abt. We
also note that for simplicity the problem is stated with the
square loss function, but our observations extended to the
general case of proper convex loss functions.
Note that the method can be interpreted as a 2-layer network
with linear activation functions. Indeed, the matrix A> applied
to an input vector x 2 R

d induces the linear representation
A>x = (a>

1 x, · · · , a>
r x)

>. We would like this representation
to be fair w.r.t. the sensitive feature. Specifically, we require
that each component of the representation vector satisfies the
demographic parity constraint [19], [33] on each task. This
means that, for every measurable subset C ⇢ R

r, and for
every t 2 {1, . . . , T}, we require that

P(A>xt 2 C |s = 1) = P(A>xt 2 C |s = 2) (2)

that is the two conditional distributions are the same. We
relax this constraint by requiring, for every t 2 {1, . . . , T},
that both distributions have the same mean. Furthermore, we
compute the means from empirical data. For each training
sequence z 2 (X ⇥ Y)m and s 2 S, we use the notation
Is(z) = {(xi, yi) : si = s}, define the empirical conditional
means

c(z) =
1

|I1(z)|
X

i2I1(z)

xi �
1

|I2(z)|
X

i2I2(z)

xi (3)

and then relax the constraint of Eq. (2) to

A>c(zt) = 0. (4)

This is a crude approximation since it corresponds to requiring
the first order moment of the two distributions to be the same.
However, as we shall see, it works well in practice and has
the major advantage of turning a non-convex constraint in a
convex one. We note that a similar approximation has been
considered in [34] in the case of fair regression, and reported
to be empirically effective. Furthermore, in Appendix VIII-A,
we discuss the quality of this approximation referring also
the previous results in the literature [10], [34].
Based on the above reasoning, we propose to learn a fair
linear representation as a solution to the optimization problem

min
A,B

1

Tm

TX

t=1

mX

i=1

�
yt,i � hbt, A>xt,ii

�2

+
�

2
(kAk2F + kBk2F ) (5)

A>ct = 0, t 2 {1, . . . , T}.

where we used the shorthand notation ct = c(zt). There are
many methods to tackle Problem (5). A natural approach is
based on alternate minimization. We discuss the main steps
below. Let yt = [yt,1, . . . , yt,m]>, the vector formed by the
outputs of task t, and let Xt = [x>

t,1, . . . , x
>
t,m]>, the data

matrix for task t.

When we regard A as fixed and solve w.r.t. B, then
Problem (5) can be reformulated as

min
B
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which can be easily solved. In particular note that the problem
decouples across the tasks, and each task specific problem
amounts to run ridge regression on the data transformed by
the representation matrix A>. When instead B is fixed and
we solve w.r.t. A, Problem (5) can be reformulated as

min
A
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s.t.

2

64
aT1
...
aTr

3

75 �
⇥
c1, . . . , cT

⇤
= 0

where “�” is the Kronecker product for partitioned tensors (or
Tracy-Singh product). Consequently by alternating minimiza-
tion we can solve the original problem. Note also that we
may relax the equality constraint as 1

T

PT
t=1 kA>c(zt)k2  ✏,

where ✏ is some tolerance parameter. In fact, this may be
required when the vectors c(zt) span the whole input space. In
this case we may also add a soft constraint in the regularizer.
We conclude this section by noting that if demographic parity
is satisfied at the representation level, i.e. Eq. (2) holds true,
then every model built from such representation will satisfy
demographic parity as well. Likewise if the representation
satisfies the convex relaxation of Eq. (4), then it will also hold
that hwt, c(zt)i = hbt, A>c(zt)i = 0, that is the task weight
vectors will satisfy the first order moment approximation of
demographic parity. More importantly, as we will show in
the next section, if the tasks are randomly observed, then
demographic parity will also be satisfied on future tasks with
high probability. In this sense our method can be interpreted
as learning a fair transferable representation.

IV. LEARNING BOUND
The intuition behind MTL and in particular the method
presented above is that MTL works because of the effective
increase in sample size and correspondingly improved gener-
alization through simultaneous consideration of the samples
of many related tasks. In this section, we rigorously study
the learning ability of the proposed method. We consider
the setting of learning-to-learn [35] (a.k.a. meta-learning), in
which the training tasks (and their corresponding datasets)
used to find a fair data representation are regarded as random
variables from a meta-distribution. The learned representation
matrix A is then transferred to a novel task, by applying
ridge regression on the task dataset, in which the input x is
transformed as A>x. In [27] a learning bound is presented,
linking the average risk of the method over tasks from the
meta-distribution (the so-called transfer risk) to the multi-
task empirical error on the training tasks. We extend this



analysis to the setting of algorithmic fairness, in which the
performance of the algorithm is evaluated both relative to the
risk and the fairness constraint. We show that both quantities
can be bounded by their empirical counterparts evaluated on
the training samples.
To present our result we introduce some more notation4. We
let Rµ(w) and Rz(w) be the expected and empirical errors
of a weight vector w, that is

Rµ(w) = E(x,y)⇠µ[(y � hw, xi)2],

Rz(w) =
1

m

mX

i=1

(yi � hw, xii)2.

Throughout the paper sometimes we also refer to the expected
error as the risk. Furthermore, for every matrix A 2 R

d⇥r

and for every data sample z = (xi, yi)mi=1, we define
bA(z) = argminb2Rr

1
m

Pm
i=1(yi � hb, A>xii)2 + �kbk2

as the minimizer of ridge regression with modified data
representation.
In the statistical learning-to-learn setting the tasks µ1, . . . , µT

are independently sampled from a meta-distribution ⇢ on
the set of probability distributions on X ⇥ Y . In turn, for
every task t 2 {1, . . . , T}, we are provided with a training
dataset zt of m points sampled independently from µt. We
also require the following assumption, which is standard in
the learning-to-learn literature.
Assumption 1: We assume that the input marginal distribution
of random tasks from ⇢ is supported on the unit sphere and
that the outputs are in the interval [�1, 1], almost surely.
Let Ĉ be the total (uncentered) empirical covariance of the
input points of all tasks,

Ĉ =
1

T

TX

t=1

1

m

mX

i=1

xt,i ⌦ xt,i.

Notice that when the raw input is intrinsically high di-
mensional (hence learning is difficult without representation
learning), the spectrum of Ĉ tends to be flat. In particular if
the data are uniformly distributed on the unit d-dimensional
sphere then with high probability kĈk1  1/d+O(1/Tm),
where k · k1 is the spectral norm (largest singular value)
of a matrix. We also define the empirical covariance of the
difference of empirical means of the sensitive groups,

⌃̂ =
1

T

TX

t=1

c(zt)⌦ c(zt).

Our main result, presented in the theorem below, bounds
with high probability the expected risk (transfer risk) and the
expected violation of the fairness constraint for a new task
drawn from the random environment, and gives a theoretical
justification of the method used in the paper.
Theorem 1: Let A be the representation learned by solving
Problem (1) and renormalized so that kAkF = 1. Let r =

4See also suplementary material here https://www.dropbox.com/
s/rt5q1buluv4l7wo/Sup.pdf

min(d, T ). Then, for any � 2 (0, 1] it holds with probability
at least 1� � in the drawing of the datasets z1, . . . , zT , that

Eµ⇠⇢Ez⇠µm Rµ

�
wA(z)

�
� 1

T

TX

t=1

Rzt(wA(zt))

 4

�

s
kĈk1
m

+
24

�m

s
ln 8mT

�

T

+
14

�

s
ln(mT )kĈk1

T
+

s
2 ln 4

�

T

and

Eµ⇠⇢Ez⇠µmkAc(z)k2 � 1

T

TX

t=1

kAc(zt)k2

 96
ln 8r2

�

T
+ 6

s
k⌃̂k1 ln 8r2

�

T
.

Proof: Let D = 1
�A

>A. Note that the algorithm
z 7! wD(z) = AbA(z) is equivalent to running regular-
ized least squares on the original dataset, constraining the
parameter vector w to be in the range of D and using
the regularizer w>D+w, where “+” denotes the pseudo-
inverse. The first claim follows from Theorem 6 stated in
the appendix, with D = {D ⌫ 0, trD  1/�}, noting that
the algorithm has kernel stability 2, M(K) = 2K + 1, and
kDk1  kDk1 = 1/�. We then use the first inequality in
Corollary 3 in the appendix to upper bound

p
kCk1 byq

kĈk1 + 6
p
(ln(4mT )/�)/(mT ) and a union bound.

To prove the second claim we note that

1

T

TX

t=1

kAc(zt)k2 = trD⌃̂

and similarly

Eµ⇠⇢Ez⇠µmkAc(z)k2 = trD⌃

where ⌃ is the true covariance of the difference of the sensitive
groups means,

⌃ = Eµ⇠⇢Ez⇠µmc(z)⌦ c(z).

Then

Eµ⇠⇢Ez⇠µmkAc(z)k2 � 1

T

TX

t=1

kAc(zt)k2

= trD(⌃� ⌃̂)  kDk1k⌃� ⌃̂k1 = k⌃� ⌃̂k1.

The second inequality then follows immediately from in-
equality (10) in Corollary 3, with N = T and At =
(1/4)c(zt)⌦ c(zt).
We make some remarks on the above result:

1) The first bound in Theorem 1 improves Theorem 2
in [27], due to the introduction of the empirical total
covariance in the third term in the RHS of the inequality.
The result in [27] instead contains the term

p
1/T ,

which can be considerably larger when the raw input is
distributed on a high dimensional manifold.



2) The bounds in Theorem 1 can be extended to hold
with variable sample size per task. However, in order to
simplify the presentation, we assume that all datasets are
composed of the same number of points m. The general
setting can be addressed by letting the sample size be
a random variable and introducing the slightly different
definition of the transfer risk in which we also take the
expectation w.r.t. the sample size.

3) The hyperparameter � is regarded as fixed in the analysis.
In practice it will be chosen by cross-validation as in
our experiments below.

4) The bound on the fairness measure contains two terms in
the right hand side, in the spirit of Bernstein’s inequality.
The slow term O(1/

p
T ) contains the spectral norm of

the covariance of difference of means across the sensitive
groups. Notice that k⌃k1  1 but it can be much smaller
when the means are close to each other, that is, when
the original representation is already approximately fair.

5) Finally, we note that although the theorem provides
a bound for the linear approximation of demographic
parity, we may pass to a bound on demographic parity
following the reasoning in [10]. This is discussed in
detail in Appendix VIII-A, where we also address the
quality of the above approximation.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we compare the proposed method against
different baselines and state-of-the-art-methods.

A. Settings

In order to better understand the performance of the proposed
method we performed two sets of experiments.
In the first set (Table I) we compare the following methods:
(a) Unconstrained single task learning5 (STL), (b) Fair
constrained STL (i.e. STL with additional demographic parity
constraint), (c) Unconstrained MTL, (d) Fair constrained MTL,
that is the proposed method. We test each method either on
the same tasks exploited during the training phase, or on
novel tasks. Furthermore, we consider both the case where
the sensitive feature is present, and not in the functional form
of the model (i.e. the sensitive feature is known or not in the
testing phase).
In the second set of experiments (Table II) we compare, in
the same setting that we just described, (a) Standard MTL
with the fairness constraints on the outputs (M1), (b) feed-
forward neural network (FFNN) with linear activation and
the fair shared representation method presented in [23] (M2),
(c) FFNN with linear activation by exploiting a fair shared
representation as presented in [21] (M3), (d) Fair constrained
MTL (Our Method). We used linear activation functions in
FFNN for fair comparison, since the proposed method learns
linear models. It is important to note that, for the sake of
completeness, we performed all same experiments also in the
non-linear case, namely the case when non-linear (sigmoid)

5STL is equivalent to learning the tasks independently with no representa-
tion constraint.

activation function is exploited. The complete set of results
for the non-linear case can be found in the supplementary
material, Appendix VIII-B.
Concerning the experiments on the same task setting, we train
the model with all the tasks and then we measure results on
an independent test set of the same tasks. In the case of novel
task experiments, we train the model with all the tasks minus
one (randomly selected). Then, we fix the representation
found by our method and we use a subset of the data (70%)
for the excluded task to train the last layer, maintaining fixed
the representation layer. Finally, we used the remaining data
(30%) of the novel task as test set, measuring both error and
fairness measure.
We repeated all the experiments both with and without
the sensitive feature in the functional form of the model.
We validated the hyperparameters using a grid search with
� 2 {10�6.0, 10�5.8, · · · , 10+4.0} and r 2 {2jd | j =
�4,�3, . . . , 10}, following the validation procedure in [10].
Specifically, in the first step, the classical 10-fold CV error for
each of the combination of the hyperparameters is computed.
In the second step, we shortlist all the hyperparameters’
combinations with error close to the best one (in our case,
above 90% of the smallest error). Finally, from this list,
we select the hyperparameters with the smallest fairness
measure. Concerning the error (ERR) we used mean average
precision error as the performance index, and concerning
the unfairness of our model (UNFAIR), we compute the the
difference of demographic parity as 1

|Y|
P

y2Y |P (f(x) =
y|s = 1) � P (f(x) = y|s = 2)|, since in our datasets the
output space is finite. For all the experiments, we report
performance over 30 repetitions with the corresponding
standard deviation.

B. Datasets

In our comparisons we used three datasets. The first one is the
School data set [36] – made available by the Inner London
Education Authority (ILEA) – formed by examination records
from 139 secondary schools in years 1985, 1986 and 1987.
It is a random 50% sample with 15362 students. Each task
in this setting is to predict exam scores for students in one
school, based on eight inputs. The first four inputs (year of
the exam, gender, VR band and ethnic group) are student-
dependent, the next four (percentage of students eligible
for free school meals, percentage of students in VR band
one, school gender – mixed or single-gender – and school
denomination) are school-dependent. The categorical variables
(year, ethnic group and school denomination) were split up
in one-hot variables, one for each category, making a new
total of 16 student-dependent inputs, and six school-dependent
inputs. We scaled each covariate and output to have zero mean
and unit variance. The sensitive attribute is the gender of the
student. The second dataset we propose has been collected
at the University of Genoa6 (UNIV) and is also exploited
in [34]. This dataset is a proprietary and highly sensitive

6The data and the research are related to the project DROP@UNIGE of
the University of Genoa.



TABLE I: Feed Forward Single Layered Neural Network with linear activation functions. (a) Unconstrained single task
learning (STL), (b) Fair constrained STL, (c) Unconstrained MTL, (d) Fair constrained MTL, that is the proposed method.

STL - UnCons STL - Cons MTL - UnCons MTL - Cons

Dataset ERR UNFAIR ERR UNFAIR ERR UNFAIR ERR UNFAIR
S

a
m

e
T

a
s
k

s

Sensitive feature not in the functional form of the model

School 15.30±0.60 0.110±0.005 16.37±0.34 0.044±0.003 10.71±0.57 0.077±0.003 11.78±0.75 0.011±0.001

UNIV 19.50±0.94 0.100±0.006 20.87±1.16 0.040±0.002 13.65±0.47 0.070±0.003 15.02±0.54 0.010±0.001

Movielens 30.30±1.98 0.160±0.008 32.42±1.14 0.048±0.002 15.15±0.60 0.112±0.008 17.27±0.76 0.001±0.001

Sensitive feature in the functional form of the model

School 14.23±0.70 0.118±0.006 15.30±0.81 0.052±0.003 9.64±0.40 0.085±0.004 10.71±0.52 0.019±0.001

UNIV 18.13±0.83 0.107±0.005 19.50±0.71 0.047±0.003 12.29±0.67 0.077±0.004 13.65±0.82 0.017±0.001

Movielens 28.18±1.35 0.171±0.010 30.30±1.28 0.059±0.002 13.03±0.47 0.123±0.007 15.15±0.73 0.011±0.001

N
e
w

T
a
s
k

s

Sensitive feature not in the functional form of the model

School 18.36±1.12 0.121±0.007 19.43±0.80 0.055±0.003 13.77±0.52 0.088±0.003 14.84±0.74 0.022±0.001

UNIV 21.45±1.16 0.105±0.006 22.82±1.22 0.045±0.002 15.60±0.83 0.075±0.003 16.97±0.70 0.015±0.001

Movielens 33.33±2.14 0.176±0.009 35.45±1.84 0.064±0.004 18.18±0.76 0.128±0.007 20.30±1.18 0.016±0.001

Sensitive feature in the functional form of the model

School 17.29±0.73 0.129±0.007 18.36±0.88 0.063±0.004 12.70±0.50 0.096±0.005 13.77±0.76 0.030±0.002

UNIV 20.08±1.21 0.112±0.005 21.45±1.04 0.052±0.002 14.23±0.67 0.082±0.001 15.60±0.61 0.022±0.001

Movielens 31.21±1.63 0.187±0.007 33.33±1.28 0.075±0.004 16.06±0.92 0.139±0.011 18.18±0.79 0.027±0.001

TABLE II: Feed Forward Single Layered Neural Network with linear activation functions. Comparison of the following
methods: (M1) Standard MTL with the fairness constraints on the outputs, (M2) FFNN with the fair shared representation
method presented in [23], (M3) FFNN with the fair shared representation method presented in [21], (M4) Fair constrained
MTL (Our Method).

M1 M2 M3 M4 (OURS)

Dataset ERR UNFAIR ERR UNFAIR ERR UNFAIR ERR UNFAIR

S
a
m

e
T

a
s
k

s

Sensitive feature not in the functional form of the model

School 12.34±0.75 0.013±0.001 13.44±1.04 0.017±0.002 12.93±0.79 0.018±0.002 11.78±0.75 0.011±0.001

UNIV 18.12±0.98 0.012±0.001 21.23±1.34 0.021±0.004 26.19±1.76 0.027±0.004 15.02±0.54 0.010±0.001

Movielens 17.12±0.65 0.009±0.001 19.21±0.87 0.014±0.002 18.01±0.76 0.012±0.002 17.27±0.76 0.007±0.001

Sensitive feature in the functional form of the model

School 11.01±0.91 0.020±0.001 12.01±1.01 0.022±0.002 13.31±1.23 0.025±0.002 10.71±0.52 0.019±0.001

UNIV 13.75±0.82 0.017±0.001 20.13±1.24 0.029±0.005 25.92±1.76 0.032±0.006 13.65±0.82 0.017±0.001

Movielens 15.65±0.73 0.010±0.001 18.97±0.67 0.017±0.004 17.11±0.78 0.015±0.003 15.15±0.73 0.011±0.001

N
e
w

T
a
s
k

s

Sensitive feature not in the functional form of the model

School 15.64±0.79 0.032±0.002 16.43±1.11 0.044±0.004 17.21±1.32 0.041±0.004 14.84±0.74 0.022±0.001

UNIV 16.21±0.97 0.021±0.002 21.98±1.47 0.029±0.004 27.31±1.23 0.033±0.005 16.97±0.70 0.015±0.001

Movielens 19.20±1.35 0.025±0.002 21.21±1.35 0.031±0.004 20.12±1.43 0.030±0.003 20.30±1.18 0.016±0.001

Sensitive feature in the functional form of the model

School 14.72±0.87 0.038±0.002 18.02±1.07 0.042±0.003 17.92±0.87 0.056±0.003 13.77±0.76 0.030±0.002

UNIV 15.89±0.68 0.029±0.002 19.21±1.04 0.035±0.005 25.87±1.23 0.038±0.006 15.60±0.61 0.022±0.001

Movielens 19.98±0.74 0.038±0.002 20.12±1.12 0.037±0.003 19.93±1.53 0.038±0.004 18.18±0.79 0.027±0.001

dataset containing all the data about the past and present
students enrolled at the UNIV. In this study we take into
consideration students who enrolled, in the academic year
(a.y.) 2017-2018. The dataset contains 5000 instances, each
one described by 35 attributes (both numeric and categorical)
about ethnicity, gender, financial status, and previous school
experience. The scope is to predict the grades at the end
of the first semester being fair with respect to the gender
of the student. Finally, the third dataset is Movielens [37].
Specifically, we considered Movielens 100k (ml100k), which

consists of ratings (1 to 5) provided by 943 users for a set
of 1682 movies, with a total of 100,000 ratings available.
Additional features for each movie, such as the year of release
or its genre, are provided. In this case, the sensitive attribute
is the gender of the user.

VI. DISCUSSION

From our experimental results, different interesting aspects
and comparisons can be extracted. Firstly, the results in Table I
confirm the benefit of using a MTL approach in comparison
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Fig. 1: Graphical representation of the results in Table I, when the sensitive feature is not included in the functional form of
the model and the fairness constraint is active.
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Fig. 2: Graphical representation of the results in Table II for new tasks when the sensitive feature is not included in the
functional form of the model.

to STL, in that accuracy has a significant improvement, both
on same and novel tasks, thanks to the shared representation.
Achieving less error has the positive side effect of producing
a more fair model, even in the unconstrained case (i.e. fair
unaware).
In the case of constrained methods, learning a fair shared
representation slightly increases the final error but brings a
large decrease of the fairness measure. From Table I, we
observe that this benefit is maintained also by tackling new
and unseen (during the training of the shared representation)
tasks. In this sense, our method (constrained MTL) obtains
the best performance among all the others.
In general, the same analysis of the results applies to both
having and not having the sensitive feature in the functional
form of the model. In order to better interpret our results, and
due to our higher interest in the case of a fair constrained
model without the sensitive feature in the functional form
of the model, we compared in Figure 1 the constrained STL
approach to the constrained MTL approach (our method) both
on the same and the novel tasks. In this figure it is easier
to note the benefits of our algorithm in decreasing both the
error and the fairness measure.
Finally, we compared our method with three different state-
of-the-art methods. In Table II and Figure 2, we show these
results. We note how our method, in all the possible settings,
obtains better or comparable performance. In fact, it is able to
maintain a larger accuracy (comparable to the other methods)
and simultaneously a smaller fairness measure.

Analogous conclusions can be drawn for the non-linear
scenario, where our method outperforms all the other ones in
all the experiments except for M3 [23] on the UNIV dataset.
Due to space constraint, the complete results are reported in
Appendix VIII-B. We believe our method is able to achieve
these results enforcing the fairness constraint directly on
the representation layer, instead of using different objective
functions for the entire functional, or with adversarial methods,
and so indirectly. This is a key difference in our approach
compared to the current state-of-the-art ones. Moreover,
theoretical guarantees behind the generalization performance
of our method, in terms of accuracy and fairness, also support
our findings and promising results.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a method to learn a fair shared representation
among different tasks in a MTL setting. Within a meta-
learning setting, we argue theoretically that the learned
representation transfers well to novel tasks, both in terms
of accuracy and fairness. Up to our knowledge this is the
first representation learning method that is supported by
learning guarantees. We then studied the learning ability of
our method in practice, in a number of experimental scenarios.
The obtained results corroborate our theoretical findings and
proved that our approach overcomes common benchmark
algorithms and current state-of-the-art methods. A valuable
direction of future research would be to extend our learning
bounds to deep neural networks, basically a generalization to



the non-linear case of the proposed approach, with particular
attention to the interpretability of the learned representation,
in the context of transparency and trust of the final model.

VIII. APPENDIX

A. Approximation of Demographic Parity
The approximation of demographic parity that we employed
in the paper corresponds to matching the first order moment,
see Equations (2)–(4). As we have shown in Section V
and Appendix VIII-B this approximation works well in
practice and it allows us to outperform current state-of-the-art
approaches. In the the rest of this section, we show one case
in which the approximation is crude. Nevertheless, we will
also show that the cases where the approximation fails can
be easily detected computing an empirical quantity following
the same reasoning in [10].
Let us introduce here our example. Exploiting the proposed
method, every linear function based on a representation of x
defined by Ax, will be orthogonal to c (z) and the mean of the
conditional distributions of hb, A>xi for both sensitive groups
will be equal. But this does not guarantee demographic parity
for binary classifiers obtained by thresholding hb, A>xi at 0.
To see this let the two conditional distributions of hb, A>xi
be for t 2 (0, 1/2)

ps=1 = t��1 + (1� t) �t/(1�t)

ps=2 = t�1 + (1� t) ��t/(1�t),

where �i is the Dirac delta centered in i. Then both means
are zero, but

P {hb, A>xi > 0|s = 1} = 1� t

6= t = P {hb, A>xi > 0|s = 2} .

The closer t is to zero, the more pronounced is the violation
of demographic parity. On the other hand suppose that Eq. (2)
holds only for all half-spaces C instead of for all measurable
sets. This is then equivalent to demographic parity for all
classifiers obtained by thresholding linear functions hb, A>xi
at 0. The relaxation of Eq. (4) does not ensure this, as shown
by the above example, not even for the linear functions bA (zt)
found for the training data.
The case when the approximation is crude can be detected
computing an empirical quantity. In fact if
1

2

X

g2{1,2}

��E
⇥
sign

�
hb, A>xi

�
� hb, A>xi

��s = g
⇤��  �,

then it also holds that

|P {hb, A>xi > 0|s = 1}� P {hb, A>xi > 0|s = 2}|
 |E {hb, A>xi |s = 1}� E {hb, A>xi |s = 2}|+�. (6)

In the above mentioned case � = 1 which points out problems
with the approximation. Note that the statement of Eq. (6)
also hold in its empirical counterpart using �̂. In many real
scenarios, see [10], [34], this �̂ has shown to be very small
(smaller than 0.05), suggesting that cases like the artificial
one depicted above are uncommon.

B. Results in the non-linear case

Tables III and IV report the equivalent results of Tables I
and II when, in the representation layer, a sigmoidal non-linear
activation functions is added. These new tables represent
the non-linear counterpart of the results presented in the
main text. As it is possible to see from the results, the same
considerations derived from the linear case can be derived for
the non-linear one, supporting the proposed method. Notice
that the proposed method outperforms all state-of-the-art
methods in all experiments except for M3 [23] on the UNIV
dataset. The results are also visualized in Figures 3 and 4,
which are the counterpart of Figures 1 and 2 for the non-linear
case.
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TABLE III: Feed Forward Single Layered Neural Network with sigmoidal non-linear activation functions. (a) Unconstrained
single task learning (STL), (b) Fair constrained STL, (c) Unconstrained MTL, (d) Fair constrained MTL, that is the proposed
method.
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